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modern ADVENTURE
The modern adventure is a neo-romantic vision of our relationship with nature, marked 
by the desire for outdoor experiences in which aesthetics play an important role. This 
trend originates from the simultaneous need for activity and the desire to take calculated 
risks against the backdrop of the great outdoors.

In true pioneering spirit, for several years TUDOR has presented its products within the 
context of modern adventure. Some were fictional, such as the Fastrider Black Shield’s 
dark world of volcanic eruption, and some more realistic, like the Heritage Chrono Blue’s 
sunny Riviera and the Heritage Ranger’s journey across Arctic lands. As different as 
they may be, these worlds each embody an aspirational dimension with the promise of 
escape. And with that, comes a self-sufficiency that only TUDOR can inject by way of the 
ultimate tool watch.

Technical, reliable, relevant and highly evocative, TUDOR watches are made for the 
modern adventurer, who expects a tool watch to know no limits other than those of his 
imagination and courage.









EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS» 
The soul of the TUDOR North Flag belongs to the coldest and most remote extremities 
of the planet, visited by expeditions and studied by universities but never inhabited 
by man. A finely honed “scientific” instrument of unprecedented technical content 
– TUDOR’s first Manufacture movement – it is the modern adventurer’s solid companion,
beginning a new era in the brand’s rich history. 

In the early 1950s, the members of the British North Greenland Expedition wore TUDOR 
Oyster Prince watches on their wrists while carrying out a series of experiments in the 
most hostile conditions imaginable on Earth. In this context, their watches, like the rest 
of their scientific equipment, took on the dimension of a scientific instrument whose 
reliability was crucial to life on-site. It was in this spirit of scientific instrumentation 
that the hybrid steel-ceramic external parts of the TUDOR North Flag were created by the 
TUDOR Style Workshop in order to express on the outside the high level of technology and 
reliability of its movement. This begins with the choice of a case with integrated bracelet, 
a type of construction with a sophisticated overtone and a highly qualitative feel that 
requires particularly delicate modelling work in order to attain optimum ergonomics and 
ideal fluidity of lines. 









OF SCIENTIFIC DESIGN» 
Angular, finely honed and entirely satin-finished for a matt effect, the middle case of 
the TUDOR North Flag creates a highly technical, “scientific” perception, softened by 
delicate refinements typical of the high level of attention to detail that the brand injects 
into its products. For example, a very light curvature of its upper face allows the light 
to roll without a hard reflection point while the angle between its sides and lower face 
is cut by a polished bevel, adding to the overall delicacy of the model. The winding 
crown follows the same logic; prominent to ensure good ergonomics, it is lightened by 
its conical form. The bezel, with its circular satin finishes, is composed of two elements 
that complement one another and fit perfectly together. Matt ceramic, visible on the 
side, and brushed steel on the upper face, integrate to strengthen the general technical 
feel conveyed by this model. Finally, the case back is open on to the movement, visible 
through a sapphire crystal, an unprecedented detail for TUDOR and one which reveals it 
in sharp focus under the light of the crystal.  

In a continuation of its external parts, the TUDOR MT5621 movement also presents matt 
finishes, emphasising its precision, reliability and high level of technology through large 
surfaces that have been sand-blasted, embellished with details or sunray-brushed, and 
an open worked central rotor. Two versions of integrated bracelets complete the TUDOR 
North Flag model in the same spirit. The first option takes the form of a solid steel 
bracelet, satin-finished with polished inter-link surfaces. The second is a matt black 
leather strap, structured with yellow top-stitching and lining. Both are fitted with the 
satin-finished and polished TUDOR folding clasp.

AN INSTRUMENT









NORTH FLAG
REFERENCE 91210N 

CASE

Type 

Diameter 

Material 

Bezel 

Winding 
crown

Crystal 

Waterproofness

TUDOR

DIAL

BRACELET

Black, matt finish

White hour markers with white luminescent material, black 
flange with white minute markers and yellow marking for 
the 5-minute intervals

White hour and minute hands with white luminescent 
material, yellow direct-drive second hand and black power 
reserve disc with white painted hand

316L stainless steel, satin finish or black leather with yellow 
stitching and yellow leather lining

Folding clasp and safety catch

Colour 

Hour 
markers

Hands

Material

Clasp 

TUDOR

Monobloc middle case, open back with sapphire crystal and 
screw-down winding crown

40 mm

316L stainless steel, satin finish

Double bezel in steel and matt black ceramic 

Screw-down, double waterproofness system 

Scratch-resistant sapphire 

100 meters (330 feet)



MT5621, Manufacture TUDOR
Self-winding mechanical movement with bidirectional rotor system 

Swiss Chronometer Officially Certified by the COSC  
(Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute)

Centre hour, minute and seconds hands
Instantaneous date with rapid setting without non-correction range
Stop-seconds for precise time setting
Power reserve indicator via disc

Variable inertia balance, micro-adjustment by screw 
Non-magnetic silicon balance spring
Frequency : 28,800 beats/hour (4 Hz) 

33.8 mm

6.5 mm

28 jewels

Approximately 70 hours

Calibre

Precision

Functions

Oscillator

Total diameter 

Thickness

Jewels 

Power reserve 

MOVEMENT MT5621
MANUFACTURE





Montres TUDOR SA reserves the right to modify the models illustrated in this catalogue at any time.

Trademarks:

TUDOR, TUDORWATCH, ,  ,  ,  , BLACK BAY, BLACK SHIELD, CLAIR DE ROSE,  

TUDOR DATE+DAY, GRANTOUR, PELAGOS, TUDOR ADVISOR, TUDOR FASTRIDER, TUDOR GLAMOUR, 

TUDOR HERITAGE, TUDOR HERITAGE RANGER, TUDOR NORTH FLAG, , , TUDOR PRINCE,  

TUDOR PRINCESS.
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